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Winter 2016 $9.95

GET THE

MICKEY THOMPSON
ADVANTAGE

You’ve customised your 4x4 so you want tyres that look awesome
but perform on and off-road. Now you can achieve the ultimate
performance with Mickey Thompson’s range of 4x4 tyres.

YOU WANT TYRES THAT TAKE YOU FROM
WORK TO WEEKEND TO WAY OUTBACK.
Winning off-road races in record times
was the driving force behind Mickey
Thompson’s innovations in tyre design.
Adapting tyres for ultimate performance
in specific terrains or applications has
made Mickey Thompson Tires leader in
speciality 4x4 tyre technology since 1963.

THE MICKEY THOMPSON RANGE
OF PERFORMANCE TYRES
Now you can achieve the same level of
performance with the Mickey Thompson
Tires range, which still features many of

Mickey’s innovations from his off-road
racing tyres.

YOUR NEXT SET OF MICKEY
THOMPSON 4X4 TYRES
For more information about the Mickey
Thompson range of legendary 4x4 tyres
or to request a FREE Mickey Thompson
Tires DVD information pack, visit
www.mickeythompsontires.com.au
or to speak to the off-road tyre experts by
calling 1300 MICKEY.

POWERPLY: Mickey Thompson’s Powerply Technology, built
into the tyre construction, is designed to give you greater
traction and faster steering response for safer handling.
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NO DRINK DRIVING
NO COLLECTING WOOD FROM
THE PROPERTY
STAY ON TRACKS DON’T MAKE NEW ONES
WATER HAZARDS CAN BE OVER
1 METRE DEEP
CHECK WATER AND MUD LEVELS
BEFORE ENTERING
NO NIGHT 4X4 DRIVING
DON’T RIP UP ROADS AFTER RAIN
NO MOTORBIKES
40KPH SPEED LIMIT.
NO CIRCLE WORK
HAVE RESPECT FOR OTHERS
AND THE PARK
Please understand that roads cost money to grade so respect
them.
People need to tow caravans and boats along these roads.
Noise travels so keep you music quiet, or just enjoy country
peace and quiet,.
Night clubs have music, campers have natural sounds and
good conversations.

EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY, RELEASE AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK
PARK ACTIVITYS CAN BE DANGEROUS
In exchange for being able to enter Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park, you agree:
•

To release, Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park, promoters, sponsor organizations, land owners and lessees, Volunteers, organizers
of the events, their respective servants, officials, representatives and agents (collectively, the "Associated Entities") from all
liability for your death, personal injury (including burns), psychological trauma, loss or damage (including property damage)
("harm") howsoever arising from your participation in or attendance at the Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park, except to the extent
prohibited by law;

•

That Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park and the Associated Entities do not make any warranty, implied or express, that the park and
or event services will be provided with due care and skill or that any materials provided in connection with the services will be
fit for the purpose for which they are supplied; and
To attend or participate at your own risk.

•

You acknowledge that:
•

The risks associated with attending or participating at Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park the risk that you may suffer harm as a
result of:

•

Tracks and Facilities not safety, operated, erected or constructed

•

Acts of violence and other harmful acts (whether intentional or inadvertent) committed by persons attending or participating
at Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park; and

•

The failure or unsuitability of facilities (including grand-stands, fences and guard rails) to ensure the safety of persons or
property at the event.
Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park can be dangerous and that accidents causing harm can and do happen and may happen to you.

•

You accept the conditions of, and acknowledge the risks arising from, attending or participating at Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park and
events and being provided with the Loveday 4x4 Adventure Park services and Entities.

BF Goodrich Tyres Sunraysia 600
Round 1 2016 CAMS
Australian Off Road Championship
The Loveday Can Am Team have embarked on a guest to bring home the
Australian #1 and #2 plates for 2016

Round 1 of the Australian Off Road Championship
was an extremely successful race for the Loveday Can
Am Team.
The BF Goodrich Tyres Sunraysia 600 saw Toby
Whateley and Simon Herrmann over the line first in
class, followed by Tony Whateley and Mark Petersen
close behind in third.
AORC points are allocated at the completion of the
three two lap sections over the course of the race
weekend. Tony and Toby are sitting at the top of the
points list with only 5 point seperating them.
Like every competitor the lead up to the AORC
Round 1 was hectic with extensive vehicle preparation
and evolving race tactics. Every race consists of two
separate components. The first being the actual race
track and the second is a race against the vehicle. The
very nature of off road racing will eventually destroy
any vehicle, with the secret being to nurse your vehicle
through the entire race.
Tony Whateley stated prior to prologue, “our plan is to
finish this race”. “Our tactics are to not over drive the
car and complete the race without any break downs”.
This was proven with a successful prologue with Tony
and Toby coming in 2nd and 3rd.
A very happy Toby Whateley stated “Both cars completed the 200km on Saturday with ease, a quick filter
clean out and belt change and were ready for Sunday”.
The talk around the camp fire on Saturday night
quickly turned to race tactics. The boss eventually
stated “Sunday’s plan will be exactly the same”. “Go
out and run 2 laps gently then fuel up at the 45min

break and then plan the last two laps”.
However the ever thinking Tony opted to come in
after 1 lap for a 15min stop after being stuck in a train
of vehicles and the ever present, impassable dust. “This
will give Toby a bit more of a clear run and enable
us to have a staggered pit stop without holding him
and Simon up” the devoted dad said in the pits as he
washed down his dust clogged throat. “This way we
have more room to work as we share tools and Dougy,
our helping hand” he added.
“We went out with a plan to look after the car and not
drive flat-out” Tony said. “By keeping the car under
8,000rpm and mostly around 6,000 to 7,000rpm we
weren’t stressing anything”. “600km on a stock standard factory race car in the conditions that we faced
was an extremely challenging task” Tony added at the
completion of racing with smiles all round.
With both Toby and Tony on the podium Tony stated
“we went out for section 3 still just nursing the cars
and continued to drive well below the vehicles limit”.
Sticking to our plan and tactic got both of us on the
podium.”
A quick team post mortem has resulted in a decision
to invest in upgraded vehicle communications.
Vehicle to vehicle communications are now essential to this kind of racing. “Tactics could have been
slightly changed resulting in even more success if we
were aware of other vehicles progress” Tony said.
The Loveday Can Am Team will be heading for the
2016 Tatts Finke Desert Race with 1.3 points
seperating them. Bring on Finke.

Gawler Bodyworks
Loveday 250

The Gawler Bodyworks Loveday 250 has been run
and won with ProLite campaigners Daryl Nissen
and Andrew Harness #164 taking outright
honours after 250km and 3h11m18.153seconds
of off road racing through the South Australian
riverland.

Riverland’s one stop shop for all your ﬁshing gear

topcatch.com.au
BZ1039-v11

Barmera

8588 2871

Nissen clocked in consistent lap times throughout
the ten lap race to finish 3m15seconds ahead of
second placed Toby Reimann and Craig Redding;
the #80 Scorpion unable to chase down Nissen in
the dust.
Bruce Muir and Mark Hendry survived a rollover
in Sunday second race, losing 6 minutes while
being righted by recovery, to storm home to third
place and round out the Gawler Bodyworks
Loveday 250 podium.

“Second placed Toby Reimann and Craig Redding in the #80
Scorpion were unable to chase down Nissen in the dust”

Photography by Warwick Cook

“Bruce Muir and Mark Hendry survived a rollover in Sunday second race,
losing 6 minutes while being righted by recovery, to storm home to third
place and round out the Gawler Bodyworks
Loveday 250 podium”.
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Fuel Conditions and Conditioners
“Our Diesel Fuel is getting better”!?!? Well yes it is but that
doesn’t mean we can all become complacent with what we are
buying.
Yep sure the level of Sulphur has been removed to nearly none in
Diesel now and the side benefit of that is less soot (smoke) coming out the tailpipe but all the usual things that were a problem
before are still there.
One consistently that comes up in our workshop is water and
algae growth. So Diesel has Algae growing in it? Well actually not,
it grows in the water. Luckily the dreaded algaes that you have
probably seen when you have changed a fuel filter in the form of
black jelly like goop are pretty easy to stop.
Keep the water out of your Diesel and you stop the algae. I have
previously mentioned to buy your fuel from reputable garages. If
you’re using drum fuel, always make sure you keep the breather
lids on after re-fuelling. Fuel from smaller drums and even your
vehicles tank fuel can be more prone to water and algae than big
underground tanks.
Size matters in this area as the small volume of fuel in a drum
or fuel tank heats up during the day and the air is pushed out.
During the night, and probably many hours after the sun goes
down, the cooler moist air starts coming back into the tank. This
has plenty of moisture in it and so this is where after even buying
really good fuel you can get moisture into your fuel tank.
So just to cap it off; Algae grows in Water NOT Diesel. It becomes

DPChip
Diesel Power

a problem for us Diesel owners because water is easily separated
from oils. Add the fact that water will sit under Diesel in the bottom of a filter or tank where all the yucky stuff sits and you have a
growing problem.
How do you stop it? Again, buy fuel from regulated fuel garages. Good Diesel has all the right additives including water
dispersants. These additives will break down the water so that it
basically becomes so small in particle size that it mixes with the
Diesel and never allows enough volume for the Algae to grow.
Some also have a poisonous chemical to kill any remaining Algae.
So generally you don’t really need to put in additives for this
as regular filter changes and good buying Diesel practices will
reduce the chance of water contamination.
There are additives around that can give additional help though.
They have the same stuff the fuel manufacturer puts in their Diesel BUT if you have suspicious fuel and have been getting blocked
filters from the black goop, then certainly use some for a few tank
fills at the recommended dose.
Be careful not to overdose as some fuel conditioners are very
high in hydrocarbons or burn enhancers too and can damage the
injection system if used above recommendations.
Safe 4Wheeling!
Andrew Leimroth - Berrima Diesel

Track arrow colours

Don’t drive on
rally tracks here

Help call 0418839787

Enter tour tracks from main entry road
just past Mickey Thompson gates. Turn
left at the Isuzu sign. Follow the black
arrows.

Direction
Caution
Danger coming up
Danger

LOVEDAY 350
October 29th 30th 2016

Spectacular action packed racing on Saturday and Sunday.
$20 per person entry for the weekend includes camping with under 14s free.
The best viewer friendly venue in Australia, with a spectacular arena built directly
in front of the Tavern.

Australian 4WD Gathering
August 19 to 22 2016
The gathering to give four wheel drivers and

like-minded people a place to get together, have fun and raise much
needed funds for the R.F.D.S.
This bi-annual event brings together four wheel drivers and like-minded people from across Australia to participate in four wheel driving,
the opportunity to meet new 4x4 friends and enjoy a brilliant long
weekend somewhere in outback Australia.
Whether you are in a club or prefer to travel alone or with friends, you
are invited to be part of this memorable event at Loveday 4x4
Adventure Park.

www.adelaidesigndesign.com.au

DWS Winter Edition will see a number of new
obstacles added, making it the course with the largest amount of obstacles per kilometre out of any
course in Australia. An exciting addition will be the
new suspension rope walk over a mud pit.
DWS is an event is like no other. We allow participants to run it as many times as they like over the
2 days. The elite athletes will run the course up to 4
times. They also have a race on the first day where
they compete for points towards the State League.
A vast range of people do the DWS Winter Edition. Males and females of all ages and fitness
are out for the physical and mental challenge that

goes with obstacle running, while others are out for
an entertaining lap with the emphasis on fun and
laughter.
We even include a Tacker Attack course for the
kids, making this an event for all the family.
DWS entry also includes free camping for friends
and family. This creates a great atmosphere around
the course as well as socializing at the Tavern Saturday night. Everyone, either by yourself or in a
group has a fantastic opportunity to mix with people
that are like minded.

Kids obstacle course
Fun outdoor fitness!
Sat 9th July 11am-3pm
Sun 10th July 9am-12pm
At Loveday 4X4 Adventure park at Barmera
Unlimited fun for only $15 per child
No need to book, ages 12 and under

PH : 0427 157 803

www.dirtwarssurvivor.com

A few years ago the Loveday Park teamed up with
North East Isuzu.

durability of the DMAX make it my favorite all round
4x4.

The Loveday DMAX has already covered over 90,000k
of hard work across daily corrugations. It has done 2
trips to Alice towing the race cars to Finke and trips to
Melbourne and Sydney for shows.

The DMAX tows our race trailer without any major
effort. 3.5 tonne tow rating is huge. Our race trailer is
6m long and loaded is 2.5 tonne. Even towing we get
11 to 12 litres per 100k

DP Chip have installed on of their famous chips, making a difference in power and fuel. I regularly achieve
fuel consumption of 7.6 litres per 100km at an average
speed of 106kph.

Since setting up the park I have owned a couple of 80
series 4x4s and was surprised by the power to weight
ration. The DMAX goes everywhere the 80 series did.

TJM has fitted the Dmax out with their winch bar,
snorkel, scrub bars, side steps, tough rear bar and the
aero class canopy.
I have been lucky to drive a wide range of 4x4’s at the
4x4 shows I have been involved in. The toughness and

The DMAX is also our daily driver and performs
just as well in the city as it does on the track. To get
40,000km out of anything before problems set in is
very rare. The DMAX has 90k on it trouble free.
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With a passion for pink and a penchant for
patrols, Pink Parts 4x4 burst on to the scene
in August 2015.
After a few indecorous names were thrown
around, PinkParts4x4 and Laura the Explora
were born.

away for the weekend. It ticks all the boxes
for a family friendly park, where the kids sleep
under the stars, whether it is with a group of
friends, or just herself and her little daughters
Bailey and Elley.

An independent, single and always smiling
mother of two beautiful girls and women’s best
friend “buster”, she sure has tackled her share
of obstacles on and off the road, but that
hasn’t stopped her passion to get amongst it
with all the other 4x4 enthusiasts out there.

Laura the Explora and her mini Exploras have
camped out in some of South Australia’s most
sought after spots. From sleeping under the
snowfall to tackling mechanical issues the
adventures have been endless.
With her love of her 2003 GU 4.8 litre dual
fuel, Nissan patrol, she hopes to share these
adventures with everyone along the way.

Currently working in sales at TJM, she isn’t
shy of having a go at some of the challenges
and tracks that South Australia has to offer.

So if you see the Explora out on the tracks,
don’t be a stranger!
Till next time....

Loveday is one of her favorite places to get
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Discovery Parks – Lake Bonney is the perfect base
for your next adventure holiday.

DISCOVER
ADVENTURE

Positioned on the waterfront with BBQ facilities, equipment
hire and a range of accommodation options to suit all budgets,
Discovery Parks - Lake Bonney provides a great Aussie
backdrop for your next adventure holiday.
For a limited time save when you book a 2 night stay in our
Superior Parkview Cottage Package.
• 2 nights accommodation in a Superior Parkview Cottage
• FREE 1 hour pedal cart or paddleboat hire
• FREE Zooper Dooper for each child on arrival

Discover what matters.
TO BOOK VISIT
WWW.DISCOVERYHOLIDAYPARKS.COM.AU
OR FREECALL 1800 034 828
Terms and conditions:
Subject to availability for new cabin bookings only. Offer valid for stays until 30/06/2016. Must book
2 consecutive nights for deal to apply. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Must quote
promo code at time of booking. Please note that blackout dates may apply over school holidays, public
holidays, long weekends and local special events. Offer valid for both online bookings or by calling the
park. Discount is based on the standard rate, does not include extra guests. Offer may be changed or
cancelled at any time without notice.
DHP2242-16
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Richard Bennett
Memorial Enduro

Aaron and Liz Haby have taken back to back
honours at the Richard Bennett Memorial Enduro run in the Parilla farmlands this weekend,
finishing the 300 kilometre gruelling off road racing event in 2h50m41s, 1m53s ahead of second
placed Jack Rhodes and David Pullino.
The Haby husband and wife duo clocked in consistently fast lap times throughout the weekend
to top the time sheets.
Overnight thunderstorms through the region
made for perfect almost dust free racing conditions on Sunday for the remaining 26 starters.
In his debut run of the ex Carl Haby Element Off
Road Racer, Andrew Fitzgerald with Carl Haby
and Robert Fitzgerald sharing the navigating
duties crossed the finish line in third place, some
16m22s behind the lead pair.
Luke Erceg and Daniel Ziembinski were 3m31s
off the pace of Fitzgerald to finish fourth outright
and first in ProLite class. The second of the
Erceg Motorsport machines, the #151 Chenowth
piloted by Ben Erceg and David Mussell in the
navigator’s seat rounded out the Richard Bennett Memorial Enduro podium, 11m24s off the
pace of son Luke.

2015 Runout Deals Available NOW!

North East Isuzu
112 Port Wakeﬁeld Road
Burton, SA 5110
Tel: (08) 8280 9899
Fax: (08) 8280 9566
͗ƌĞĐĞƉƟŽŶΛŶĞŝƐƵǌƵ͘ĐŽŵ͘ĂƵ
Lorenzo Marrone
0427 943 043

Adelaide Isuzu
253 North East Road
Hampstead Gardens, SA 5086
Tel: (08) 8261 6006
Fax: (08) 8261 0096
͗ƌĞĐĞƉƟŽŶΛĂĚĞůĂŝĚĞŝƐƵǌƵ͘ĐŽŵ͘ĂƵ
Tony chen
0418 414 005

Port Augusta Isuzu
3 Footner Road
Port Augusta, SA 5700
Tel: (08) 8643 6233
Fax: (08) 8643 6266
͗ƌĞĐĞƉƟŽŶΛƉĂŝƐƵǌƵ͘ĐŽŵ͘ĂƵ
Brayden Hobbs
0407 776 984

